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Dolby and Kinopolis to Bring First Dolby
Cinema to Germany
SAN FRANCISCO and MUNICH, Germany, June 13, 2018 -- Dolby Laboratories,

Inc. (NYSE:DLB) and Kinopolis have entered into an agreement for the first deployment

of Dolby Cinema in Germany. The initial site is expected to open later in 2018 at the renowned

Mathäser Palast in Munich. Kinopolis is the first company to bring Dolby Cinema to Germany.

The Dolby Vision laser projection system delivers high dynamic range with enhanced color

technology and a contrast ratio which far exceeds anything on the market today. The result is a

dramatically different viewing experience that presents strikingly vivid and realistic images,

making viewers feel like they are inside the movie's world.

With Dolby Atmos, guests are transported inside the story with immersive sound that flows all

around them, even overhead, creating breathtaking realism and a powerfully moving

experience.

With Dolby’s inspired design, the Dolby Cinema at Mathäser will provide customers with the

ideal cinema environment from the theatre entrance to the end of the movie story.

Doug Darrow from Dolby said, “We are excited to announce our first theatre in Germanyand

delighted that it will be at such a prestigious location. Customers in Germany will now be able to

experience the ultimate cinema presentation for all genres of film.”

Dr. Gregory Theile from Kinopolis added, “We are committed to bringing our customers the

very best in cinema and are really looking forward to offering Dolby Cinema – a much more

dramatic and immersive film viewing experience for cinema goers. We are really proud to be the

first location in Germany to be offering film lovers this latest state-of-the-art film experience.”

To learn more about how Dolby transforms today’s audio and visual experience, check out our

latest video: On a quest for the spectacular — Dolby. For the latest Dolby news find us

on Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn.
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ABOUT DOLBY

Dolby transforms the science of sight and sound into spectacular experiences. Through innovative research and
engineering, we create breakthrough experiences for billions of people worldwide through a collaborative
ecosystem spanning artists, businesses, and consumers. The experiences people have – with Dolby Cinema,
Dolby Vision, Dolby Atmos, Dolby Voice, Dolby Dimension, and Dolby Audio – revolutionize entertainment and
communications at the cinema, on the go, in the home, and at work.

With over 100 years of movie theatre tradition under its belt, the Kinopolis Group is a fourth

generation, family-owned enterprise which is widely recognized as one the largest and most

successful movie theatre companies in Germany. Kinopolis has a presence in 15 locations across

the country, including the Mathäser Filmpalast – Germany´s best running movie theatre. Based

in Darmstadt, Kinopolis is committed to bringing the highest level of professionalism and state-

of-the-art technology to the industry. For more information, visit www.kinopolis.de.
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